Thatcher's first years in government saw the materialisation of both a free market authoritarian economic-political order and a distinctly Thatcherite class political regime based on a repressive extraction strategy and a 'two nations' hegemonic project. The emergent economic-political order was highly visible because decision-making in this area took centre stage in government announcements. The contours of the class political regime were much harder to spot. Its elements were mainly implemented by stealth.
result in allocative efficiency and sustained growth. Correspondingly, I contend that the Thatcherites inaugurated a free market or 'neo-Ricardian' accumulation strategy. 4 Furthermore, Thatcher and her associates also implemented a new state strategy. They expanded repressive state apparatuses and promoted state centralisation at the same time as limiting state intervention in the economy. In other words, the emergent strategy was authoritarian and competitionoriented. Accordingly, I speak of a new, free market authoritarian economicpolitical order.
The shifts in class politics were less visible. They broadly followed the hidden agenda laid out in the Ridley Report. Initially, Thatcher et al. chose to make concessions to organised labour in the public sector. At the same time, they shifted the ground of industrial action by introducing repressive trade union laws. In this area, the contours of a new regime that would combine a repressive extraction strategy with a 'two nations' hegemonic project were still pretty blurred. With the benefit of hindsight, however, it is clear that the Thatcherites broadly knew where they were going. They opted for 'salami tactics' , shielding their agenda very carefully from public scrutiny by initially focusing on a rather technical issue: labour law. Prior, the Secretary of Employment from 1979 until 1981, later conceded that the government's strategy involved 'changing the law gradually, with as little resistance, and therefore as much by stealth, as was possible' .5
In conclusion, there was a specific arrangement concerning political decision-making in the second period of Thatcherism. Although Thatcher won the election in 1979 thanks to the Winter of Discontent, the Thatcherites chose to drag economic order politics to the foreground and push class politics into the background. They had assessed where potential pitfalls of facilitating a shift in class relations lay: As the Heath episode had shown, beginning the crackdown on organised labour with a war of manoeuvre was likely to unite workers and undermine the government. Against this backdrop, the Thatcherites chose a strategy that consisted in a war of position followed by an open attack on militant trade unionism.6 As a consequence of these strategic choices, my order of presentation in this chapter will reverse the hierarchy between class politics and economic order politics at the level of the cmp. I will first investigate Thatcherite economic order politics and then Thatcherite class politics.
